Job Opportunity at Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz
(Germany)

The Department of English and Linguistics is seeking to appoint a native speaker of (British) English as a full-time teaching fellow from 1 October 2017 (fixed-term, two years, with the possibility of extension).

Expected qualifications: MA or PhD in English or related Literatures or a related subject, some teaching experience; TESOL or similar certificate an advantage

Duties:

- teaching 8 hours/week
- courses comprise language classes (essay/academic writing), thematic cultural studies courses, possibly literature seminars at Bachelor level
- conducting and invigilating exams, performing general tasks in the department (if needed), e.g. proofreading, taking minutes in exams, conducting language tests

German language skills an advantage, but not a must. All courses in the Department of English and Linguistics are taught in English.

Please direct applications and queries to Prof. Dr. Rainer Emig (emigr@uni-mainz.de).

Deadline for applications: 15 March 2017